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GETCO: Snapshot

T

he Global Electronic Trading Company was founded in 1999 by Stephen

investments primarily in financial services-reSchuler and Daniel Tierney, former floor traders in Chicago.
lated ventures, clearing and settlement activity, corporate overhead expenses and all other
GETCO, as it now is known, began as a prop trading and electronic market
expenses, according to Knight’s website.
making operation. But in 2008, it began to push beyond that. GETCO then
A big issue is whether GETCO can retain
established GETCO Execution Services, (GES), which executes orders on beKnight’s considerable wholesaling relationhalf of other broker- dealers and institutional clients.
ships.
To keep those relationships, “you will see
“Through GES, GETCO operates three distinct businesses that leverage the
them keeping the Knight name. It will be
technology and expertise of a global market maker,” according to the compaimportant to retain a Knight entity as much
ny’s Web site. These services—GETMatched, GETRouted and GETAlpha— are
as possible,” said one hedge fund manager.
designed to meet new demands by clients for execution, routing and algorith“Using Knight as entrée to the buyside will
help people forget any problems they have
mic services, according to a GETCO press release. In 2010, the company said,
had with GETCO.”
it began expanding these offerings to European markets.
That reflects the friction that sometimes
GETCO’s primary trading strategy is market making—consistently offersurfaces between institutional firms and
ing buy and sell orders at the same time in different stocks. GETCO trades
GETCO. Some big money managers such as
Fidelity Investments and Vanguard Group,
in some 50 markets in North and South America, Europe and Asia, in equity
at different points, have expressed concern
futures, equity options, commodities, foreign exchange, stocks and bonds.
about high-speed firms such as GETCO and
The company says it is consistently among the top 5 participants by volume
Citadel. GETCO has had its trading industry
on many venues. It also has offices in New York City, London and Singapore.
battles. GETCO’s supporters say those battles
are behind it. They note it started an agency
GETCO is also an investor in electronic markets such as BATS Exchange.
brokerage some 16 months ago, GETALPHA,
and today its clients are some of the biggest
money managers in the business. Nevertheless, suspicions about GETCO and other HFTs persist.
impact both decision-making and costs.
“Right now the buyside is worried that they’re going to be
“They (GETCO) have been one of the biggest HFT players in
gamed by the high frequency players,” said PDQ’s Ross.
the last decade. But costs and equity volumes have declined and
“But it turns out the high frequency players are worried that
the costs of running the business have continued to increase,” said
the buyside has all the good information about where stocks are
one hedge fund manager, who declined to be quoted by name.
going and they’re (the HFTs) going to be taken advantage of. So
“The merged company,” the manager concluded, “could be
given the current market structure it’s actually a mutual fear,” he
big, hard to manage and hard to rationalize. To make this deal
says.
work, you’re going to have to have a fine pencil exercise.”
But that could change, said Aite’s Tai.
Pencil work done, GETCO has made a good deal in buying
“Some people will never give up their prejudices against GETKnight, though, Nagy believes.
CO. But GETCO will try to work with a new generation of trad“You will essentially have the number one liquidity provider in
ing professionals,” according to Tai.
the marketplace coupled with the number one distribution netOne last potential danger of the Knight deal is the potenwork,” Nagy says. “This new entity is walking in the door with
tial for the merged company to be plagued by bureaucracy. The
advantages than none of the other liquidity providers or wholesalmerged company will have close to 1,900 employees. That could
ers have.” TM
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